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OVERVIEW

QUANTITY CHAIN ROYALTY

8,888 ETH / ERC-721 5%

PRESALE PUBLIC

MAR 6TH MAR 8TH

0.07 ETH0.06 ETH1 Joker

0.2 ETH0.17 ETH3 Jokers

0.3 ETH0.265 ETH5 Jokers

0.5 ETH0.45 ETH10 Jokers

slamjokers.com

http://slamjokers.com


WHAT IS ‘SLAM’?
SLAM is an ecosystem that aims to build and improve products/platforms within the 
crypto & NFT & gambling industries. We launched our own token called $SLAM last 

April and formed our company SLAM Enterprise LTD. We have also launched a 
variety of platforms since. Here is a summary:

Provably Fair Crash Game licensed by bustabit.com. Generated over 
$4,000,000 in revenue in less than a year.Slam Crash

NFT Radar App Only Crypto & NFT portfolio tracker app for iOS and Android. Free to 
download.

Slam Vegas Officially licensed crypto casino of SLAM. More than 3,000 live and auto 
casino games. 

Slam Pools Dividend mechanism. Holders receive biweekly payouts(35% of profits from 
all products) by simply holding SLAM.

Jokers By SLAM 1st NFT collection of SLAM. Truly dynamic NFTs. Fully hand-drawn. Future 
owners of Joker Royale, decentralized NFT & Crypto gambling platform.

http://bustabit.com


JOKER UTILITIES

Owning a Joker will have multiple benefits as well as utilities within the SLAM ecosystem. 
We have already built multiple profitable products and Jokers will now be taking 

advantage of that. 

Following the launch of wrapped version of $SLAM on ETH, Joker owners will 
receive monthly rewards by simply holding their Jokers. 

SLAM holders get dividends regularly.
$SLAM REWARDS

DYNAMIC
Joker owners will have the option to customize their NFTs or to either ‘Freeze’. 

Certain parts of Jokers (accessories, hair etc.) will be 
tradable through the items in the Joker marketplace.

FREE AIRDROP Each Joker owner will receive a free airdrop of accessories from time to time that 
can be used to interact with their Jokers with the marketplace launch.

ECOSYSTEM Joker owners will be awarded with bonuses, exclusive memberships and 
priorities for every existing and future platform of SLAM.

JOKER ROYALE
Future of gambling in the Metaverse 

Decentralized NFT & Crypto Gambling platform. 
35% of profits will go directly to eligible Joker owners. 



MINTING
Minting will start for whitelisted wallets on March 6th on slamjokers.com 

Public Sale will happen 2 days after, on March 8th. 

It’s required to use our official website to mint Jokers.

You will be able to mint with ETH using trusted wallet applications such as MetaMask or 
Wallet Connect.  

 
You will need to have enough ETH to cover for the minting fee as well as for gas at the 

time of the transaction.  

Presale will take place for 48 hours. All the whitelisted wallets, qualified SLAM 
billionaires, raffle winners, selected 10 SLAM diamond hands and team members who 

are eligible to free mint will be able to mint during this time. 
 

Then, we will kick off the public sale. Follow our discord for the latest announcements.

Minting w/ ETH

Minting w/ Other Coins

You will also be able to mint with other cryptocurrencies. Thanks to our 
innovative pre-fund contracts, you will be able to use BNB or MATIC to mint 

Jokers as well, on their respective chains. 

Our mint dashboard has been prepared to make the process as smooth as 
possible for you.



REVEAL

All the Jokers will look like this until the big reveal on March 10th. 

During and after the presale & public sale, Jokers will start trading on Opensea.

Regardless of how many Jokers are minted, big reveal will still happen as planned on March 10th. 

8,888 Jokers will be revealed but nobody will know which Joker belongs to who. 
Jokers will be randomly assigned by a provably fair method.

The Process



SHORT-TERM ROADMAP
Priorities for Jokers for the rest of 2022 have been set. We aim to deliver on the 

below promises during the expected timelines. 

Website Reveal

Feb 25th

Mar 6th

Presale

Mar 8th

Public Sale

Mar 10th

Reveal Joker Marketplace/Airdrop

Mar 25th

$SLAM ETH Launch

Mar 30th

Monthly Rewards

Apr 30th

Joker Royale BETA

May 20th

Jokers, v2.0

Q3 ‘22

Q4 ‘22

Jokers in Metaverse
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